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Abstract
In 4 dimensions, general relativity can be formulated as a constrained BF theory; we show that the
same is true in 2 dimensions. We describe a spinfoam quantization of this constrained BF -formulation of
2d riemannian general relativity, obtained using the Barrett-Crane technique of imposing the constraint
as a restriction on the representations summed over. We obtain the expected partition function, thus
providing support for the viability of the technique. The result requires the nontrivial topology of the
bundle where the gravitational connection is defined, to be taken into account. For this purpose, we
study the definition of a principal bundle over a simplicial base space. The model sheds light also on
several other features of spinfoam quantum gravity: the reality of the partition function, the geometrical
interpretation of the Newton constant, and the issue of possible finiteness of the partition function of
quantum general relativity.
1 Introduction
Spinfoam formulations of quantum gravity can be derived in several ways (for reviews see [1, 2, 3].) One
technique is based on the relation between general relativity (GR) and BF theory: GR can be expressed as a
BF theory plus a constraint, called the “Plebanski constraint”. BF theory has a well-understood covariant
quantization, given by a Feynman-like sum over representations of the gauge group, associated with (faces
of a two-complex interpreted as the two-skeleton of) a simplicial discretization of the spacetime manifold. A
spinfoam model for quantum GR can be obtained enforcing the Plebanski constraint into the spinfoam sum
and, eventually, summing over two-complexes. The constraint can be enforced as a restriction on the class
of representations summed over. This way of enforcing the constraint is called the Barrett-Crane technique
and the resulting model is called the Barrett-Crane model (although Barrett and Crane’s original rationale
for restricting the class of representations was different [4].) Variants of this model have been studied, both
in the riemannian and the lorentzian context; some of these have remarkable finiteness properties [5, 6, 7]
and, although many issues remain unclear, the spinfoam formalism is often regarded as the covariant version
of loop quantum gravity [3, 8] and as candidate for computing transition amplitudes in quantum gravity.
A source of concern about this approach is the legitimacy of the Barrett-Crane technique. Ideally, one
would like to test it by analyzing the physics predicted by the model, but our understanding of background
independent physics is still insufficient for this. In this situation, it is interesting to test whether the technique
works in a context which is simple and under control. This is what we do in this paper.
Indeed, we show below that in two dimensions (2d), GR admits a formulation as a constrained BF
theory, analogous to the 4d theory. Riemannian 2d quantum GR has been studied with several techniques
(see [9] and references therein) and its partition function is known. Quantum BF theory in 2d has been
studied [10]; its quantization using the spinfoam formalism and group field theory (GFT) techniques [11, 12]
was considered in [13]. It is therefore natural to study the spinfoam quantization of 2d riemannian GR using
the Barrett-Crane technique, in order to test such a technique. Here we do so and we find that the Barrett-
Crane technique works well in the 2d context, and it yields the expected partition function. Remarkably,
the partition function of 2d quantum GR turns out to be finite and well-defined, in spite of the fact that the
BF partition function diverges; thus, the Barrett-Crane technique improves the finiteness of the spinfoam
sum, in 2d. We will comment on the interpretation of this fact and on its relevance for the 4d case.
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In spite of the simplicity of the 2d model, the way the quantization works is rather nontrivial. In order for
the spinfoam model to give the correct partition function, it is necessary to take the nontrivial topology of the
principal bundle on which the BF theory is defined (which is distinct from the topology of the base manifold,
namely the topology of spacetime) into account. A naive quantization that disregards the bundle topology
gives an incorrect result. This fact raises the question of whether similar aspects should be considered also
in higher dimensions.
Now, spinfoam quantization requires a discretization of the spacetime manifold. The definition of a
nontrivial principal bundle over a discrete base is not immediate. In the continuum, the nontriviality of the
bundle is encoded in continuous transition functions on the overlaps between open sets covering the base; in
a discrete principal bundle, suitable discrete data must encode the bundle topology. We thus need to define
the geometry of such a discrete principal bundle, in order to construct the model. We do this in Section 4
and, in a different and more detailed manner, in the Appendix.
A second issue we need to address is the scaling of the connection, namely the “size” of the internal gauge
group. It is convenient to distinguish between the group elements that define the spinfoam model and the
parallel propagators of the gravitational connection. The scaling factor between the two is where the Planck
constant and the Newton constant are hidden, in a spinfoam model.
With all this technology at hand, the quantization of BF theory is straightforward, and the Barrett-
Crane technique yields the expected 2d gravity partition function, with no divergences appearing. The
spinfoam model naturally yields the real partition function, related to the cosinus of the action instead than
its complex exponential, precisely as it happens for the 3d Ponzano-Regge model [14]. The reason for this
and the relation with the orientation of the manifold and time-inversion, are transparent in 2d. Thus the 2d
case sheds light and provides support for the spinfoam approach to quantum gravity.
In the next section we give a short review of 2d gravity, we illustrate its relation with BF theory and
we point out the relevance of the bundle topology. In Section 3 we review the spinfoam quantization of BF
theory and we present the spinfoam quantization of 2d GR in the case in which spacetime has the topology
of the torus and the bundle is trivial. Section 4 develops the mathematical machinery to deal with nontrivial
discretized bundles. In Section 5 we apply this machinery to 2d GR for a general topology, and we show
that the Barrett-Crane technique yields a finite partition function, with the expected form. In section 6
we summarize our results, and we discuss the relevance of the issues here raised for the higher dimensional
cases. In the Appendix, we develop a definition of discrete bundles which may be more appropriate to
deal with higher dimensions and with the GFT formalism, and we suggest a possibility to include the data
characterizing the bundle topology into the GFT formalism, by modifying the kinetic term of the GFT
action.
2 General Relativity as a constrained BF theory in 2d
2.1 2d GR
We consider riemannian general relativity in two dimensions. The theory is defined by the Einstein-Hilbert
action
SGR[g] =
1
16πG
∫
d2x
√
det g R (1)
for a 2d riemannian metric field gµν(x), µ, ν = 1, 2. Here G is the Newton constant, R the Ricci scalar and
det g the determinant of gµν . In 2d, the Riemann tensor has only one independent component, say R1212;
the Ricci tensor and the the Ricci scalar are determined by
(det g)Rµν = gµνR1212, (det g)R = 2R1212, (2)
and therefore the Einstein tensor vanishes identically
Rµν −
1
2
gµνR ≡ 0. (3)
It follows that the vacuum Einstein equations are satisfied by any metric. In fact, the action (1) is invariant
under local variations of the metric. In particular, on a compact 2d surface M , the Gauss-Bonnet theorem
(see for instance [15]) states that ∫
M
d2x
√
det g R = 4πχ(M), (4)
2
where χ(M) is the Euler’s characteristic of M , an integer that depends only on the genus g of the manifold,
namely the number of holes, via χ = 2− 2g. Hence on a compact manifold M
SGR[g] =
χ(M)
4G
. (5)
Formally, the theory can be covariantly quantized by writing the partition function
Z˜GR[M ] =
∫
Dg e
i
~
SGR[g], (6)
where Dg is an unknown measure on the infinite dimensional space of metrics modulo diffeomorphisms at
fixed topology. We may assume that this measure is normalized, that is
∫
Dg = 1. (7)
Notice that the gravitational constant G in 2d has the inverse physical dimensions of an action, and that
the product ~G is dimensionless. Since the action does not depend on the particular choice of the metric,
but only on the topology of the manifold, (5) gives
Z˜GR[M ] =
∫
Dg e
iχ(M)
4~G = e
iχ(M)
4~G
∫
Dg. (8)
Using the assumption (7) that Dg is normalized, we obtain the following partition function for 2d riemannian
general relativity
Z˜GR[M ] = e
iχ(M)
4~G . (9)
In a background dependent quantum theory, the sign of the exponent in (6) is determined by time
orientation: it is reversed under t → −t. The partition function and all transition amplitudes go into their
complex conjugates under time reversal. The situation in a background independent theory is less clear. It
is often argued that both directions of time evolution, or, equivalently, both orientations of the manifold
M , must be summed over in the Feynman integral. This yields a real partition function, and real transition
amplitudes, and is consistent with the fact that the Wheeler-DeWitt equation has real solutions. See [3] and
[16] for a more detailed discussion. Here, we consider also the real partition function
ZGR[M ] =
∫
Dg
(
e
i
~
SGR[g] + e−
i
~
SGR[g]
)
= 2 cos
(
χ(M)
4~G
)
, (10)
which is (twice) the real part of (9). Our task is to recover this result from a spinfoam quantization of the
theory, without using an ill-defined infinite-dimensional measure, and without encountering any divergence.
We use the “dyad” formalism, namely the 2d analog to the tetrad formalism. Let ei(x) = eiµ(x)dx
µ, i =
1, 2, be a dyad one-form field (with det e 6= 0) related to the metric by gµν(x) = e
i
µ(x)e
j
ν(x)δij . Let
ωij(x) = ω
i
µj(x)dx
µ be the corresponding spin-connection one-form, defined by the Cartan structure equation
dei + ωij ∧ e
j = 0. (11)
ωij is an abelian SO(2) connection on the frame bundle. Its curvature is the Lie-algebra valued two-form
F ij =
1
2F
i
jµνdx
µ ∧dxν defined by F ij = dω
i
j . Using the generator τ of the so(2) algebra, with components
τ ij =


0 1
−1 0

 , (12)
we can write ωij = ωτ
i
j where ω is a real valued one-form; and F
i
j = fτ
i
j where f = dω is a real valued
two-form. We shall denote so(2) matrices with capital letters, thus F = fτ has matrix components fτ ij ,
and so on.
The curvature of the spin connection, F , is related to the Riemann curvature by eiµR
µ
νρσ = e
j
νF
i
jρσ .
Using this, it is easy to see that in terms of these fields the action (1) reads
SGR[e] =
1
8πG
∫
sgn(e) f =
sgn(e)
8πG
∫
dω , (13)
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where sgn(e) is the sign of the determinant of eiµ. Because of Stokes theorem, this action over an open
set is a boundary term and is therefore invariant under local field variations. Hence any dyad field, or any
connection ω solves the equations of motion locally.
Notice that if we formally define the quantum theory in terms in this formalism
ZGR[M ] =
∫
De e
i
~
SGR[e] , (14)
we must sum over both signs of det e and therefore we obtain the real partition function (10). Clearly, a
dyad with negative determinant, such as e1 = −dx1, e2 = dx2, is equivalent to a “time-reversed‘” field, or
an opposite orientation of M . Therefore the dyad formalism leads naturally to the real partiction function.
This can be compared with the case the Ponzano-Regge theory, where the same phenomenon happens.
2.2 Constrained BF theory
We now show that 2d riemannian GR can be expressed as a constrained BF , like 4d GR. Let ω be a SO(2)
connection and B = bτ a scalar field with values in the so(2) algebra. We consider the BF theory defined
by the action
SBF [ω,B] = −
1
2
k
∫
tr [BF ] = k
∫
bf (15)
where f = dω. Here k a constant with the physical dimensions of an action.1 The factor -1/2 comes from
tr[ττ ] = −2. The equations of motion are the standard BF equations
dB(x) = 0, (16)
and
F (x) = 0, (17)
which are solved by any flat ω and constant B. The theory is topological, like 2d GR, namely it has no
local degrees of freedom, but is different from 2d GR. In fact, we can identify the connection ω of the BF
theory with the spin connection ω of GR, but while the equations of motion of 2d GR are solved by any ω,
the equations of motion of BF are solved only by flat connections. Hence GR and BF are distinct theories
in 2d, as they are distinct theories in 4d.
Recall that in 4d GR can be obtained from BF theory by adding a constraint. Schematically, the action
of 4d GR can be written as
SGR[e, ω] =
1
16πG
∫
tr[∗(e ∧ e) ∧ F ] (18)
where e is the (Minkowski valued) tetrad (one-form) field, ω is the corresponding spin connection, F its
curvature and the star indicates the Hodge dual. We can add a constraint to a SO(4) BF action, as follows
SGR[B,ω, λ] = k
∫
tr [B ∧ F − λB ∧B]. (19)
Varying the Lagrange multiplier λ we obtain a Plebanski constraint of the form B ∧B = 0, which is solved
when B has the form B = ∗(e∧ e). Inserting this back into action, and identifying k with 1/16πG gives the
GR action. See [17, 18], for details.
Let us now see how the same can be obtained in 2d. Consider a modification of the BF action obtained
adding a constraint by means of a two-form lagrangian multiplier λ as follows
SGR[B,ω, λ] = −
1
2
k
∫
tr [BF − λ (BB + 1) ] = k
∫ [
bf − λ (b2 − 1)
]
. (20)
The equations of motion obtained varying ω,B, λ are, respectively,
dB(x) = 0, (21)
F (x) = 2λ(x)τ, (22)
− 12 tr[BB] = 1. (23)
1Using dimensionless coordinates, the covariant derivative, the connection and the curvature are dimensionless.
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Eq (21) follows from (23). Equation (22) shows that the connection ω is free to take any value, because λ(x)
is arbitrary, precisely as in 2d GR. Equation (23) is the 2d Plebanski constraint. Inserting it back in the
action, and choosing the value
k =
1
8πG
(24)
for the coupling constant, we obtain the GR action (13). Recall that in 4d the addition of a constraint
frees degrees of freedom, because the new constraint constrains a constrainer: the Lagrange multiplier B.
Here, something similar happens: the constraint enlarges the spaces of classical solutions of the the equation
of motion; see (22). However, this does not increase the number of degrees of freedom because of gauge
equivalence. The difference is that in 4d the temporal components of the B field are Lagrange multipliers,
while in 2d the B field is simply the conjugate variable to the spatial component of ω, thus the Plebanski
constraint (23) does not constrain a multiplier, and thus does not add degrees of freedom to the theory.2
Notice that the Plebanski constraint (23) has two solution: B = ±τ , corresponding to the two possible
signs of det e. The 2d theory mimics also the multiplicity of the solutions of the Plebanski constraint that
arises in 4d [16, 17].
In 2d the situation is far simpler than in 4d. The gauge group is abelian and the theory is topological.
Precisely because of this simplicity, we are interested in checking whether the Barrett-Crane technique
works in this context. Thus, we want to quantize 2d GR following the Barrett-Crane strategy: we write
the spinfoam quantization of the unconstrained BF model, and then impose the Plebanski constraint (23)
as a restriction on the sum over representations. Before doing so, however, a crucial remark is necessary,
presented in the following section.
2.3 Topology of the frame bundle
Let us return to the case of a compact 2d spaceM . Notice that at first sight there seems to be a contradiction
between (4) and (13): consider the action (13) for a compact manifold M . One could expect the Stokes
theorem to imply that SGR vanishes, since ∫
M
dω =
∮
∂M
ω, (25)
which vanishes if M is compact and ∂M = 0. But SGR is equal to the right hand side of (4), which in
general is nonvanishing. How could this be? The answer is that for a generic topology of the manifold we
cannot define the dyad field ei(x) globally. For instance, there is no continuous nonvanishing 1-form e1(x)
on a sphere. Thus we must define separate dyad fields ea on each local chart a. (Here and below a, b, . . . are
not indices: they are subscripts labeling the chart in which the field ea is defined.) These must be related
by a SO(2) rotation tab(x) = e
ψab(x)τ on the overlaps between charts
ea = tab eb. (26)
In turn, the spin connection one-form is defined only within local charts, where we call it ωa, and has gauge
transformations
ωb = ωa + dψab. (27)
on the overlaps. Equation (25) is correct only if e, and hence ω, can be defined on the entire M . The only
compact 2d topology where ei(x) can be defined globally is the torus, for which (25) is correct; but for the
torus (25) is not in contradiction with (4), since the Euler characteristic χ of the torus is zero.
Consider an arbitrary principal bundle P (M,SO(2)) with 2d base manifoldM and structure group SO(2).
Let ω be a connection on this bundle and f its curvature. To compute the left hand side of (25) using Stokes
theorem, we must first break the integral over M into a sum of integrals over regions a, forming a partition
of M , and each defined within a single chart. In each of these regions the connection ω is represented by a
one-form ωa and we can apply Stokes theorem. This gives∫
M
f =
∑
a
∫
a
f =
∑
a
∫
a
dωa =
∑
a
∮
∂a
ωa. (28)
2We thank our referees for pointing this out.
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If we call eab the boundary separating the regions a and b, with an assigned orientation (say towards the
right crossing from a to b), this becomes
∫
M
f =
∑
ab
∫
eab
ωa =
∑
(ab)
∫
eab
(ωa − ωb) =
∑
(ab)
∫
eab
dψab , (29)
where ψab is the transition function from the chart in which the region a is contained to the chart in which
the region b is contained and –here and below– the notation (ab) indicates unordered pairs. Notice that signs
are well defined since tab = t
−1
ba implies ψab = −ψba and therefore∫
eab
dψab =
∫
eba
dψba. (30)
Equation (29) shows that the integral of the curvature over the manifold is independent from the connection,
but it depends on the topology of the bundle, which is coded in the transition functions tab. In fact, (29) is
(2π times) the the Euler number, a well-known topological invariant that characterizes the topology of the
bundle P = P (M,SO(2)),
e(P ) =
1
2π
∫
M
f . (31)
The Euler number e(P ) is the integral of the first Euler class,3 which here is just f , over the base manifold.
The topology of the bundle P should not be confused with the topology of the base M : there exist many
topologically distinct bundles P for each base spaceM . We illustrate this in more detail and give an explicit
example in Section 4.1. It can be shown that the topology of an SO(2) principal bundle over a 2d base space
M is entirely characterized by the Euler number (31).
Let us now return to GR and come to the key point. In the case of GR, the gravitational spin connection
ω is a connection on a principal bundle P (M,SO(2)) over spacetime M . However, this is not an arbitrary
bundle: it is (isomorphic to) the frame bundle. This is because ω must satisfy the Cartan equation (11); ω
is determined by the dyad field e, which defines a local linear map (a “soldering”) between the associated
R2 vector bundle on which ω acts and the tangent bundle. This map is smooth and therefore the bundle on
which ω acts is isomorphic to the tangent bundle, which in general has nontrivial topology. Thus, ω acts
on (a bundle isomorphic to) the tangent bundle, and therefore it lives in the principal bundle of the local
rotations of the tangent bundle, namely the frame bundle. We denote the frame bundle Pfr(M,SO(2)), or
simply Pfr. The topology of the frame bundle is obviously determined by the topology of M and in general
is nontrivial. Now, in 2d it is well known, and it follows from (4), (13) and (31), that the frame bundle is
the P (M,SO(2)) principal bundle whose Euler number (31) is equal to the Euler characteristic of the base
space M . That is
e(Pfr) = χ(M). (32)
A priori, BF theory can defined over an arbitrary principal bundle; but if we want to view GR as a modified
BF theory, the field ω of the BF theory must be a connection on a bundle with the same topology as
Pfr, namely satisfying (32).
4 In applying the spinfoam quantization procedure, we have to be sure that the
non-triviality of the bundle is taken into account, and to choose transition functions tab satisfying (32). This
consideration turns out to play a crucial role in the quantization.
There is one case which is particularly simple. This is the case of genus 1, namely the torus T2. The
tangent bundle of the torus is trivial: T (T2) is homeomorphic to T2 × R
2, and the frame bundle is corre-
spondingly trivial: Pfr(T2, SO(2)) is homeomorphic to T2×SO(2). In fact, we can obviously choose a global
dyad field on the torus, and hence a global spin connection one-form ω. Equivalently, the torus admits a flat
metric, hence the curvature can vanish everywhere, and the Euler characteristic χ(T2) is zero.
Accordingly, we separate our analysis of the spinfoam formulation of 2d GR into two steps. In the
following section we discuss the case in wich the bundle is trivial, where all subtleties related to the global
topology of the frame bundle are absent. This case is relevant for GR only when the topology of spacetime
is a torus. In this case, we can show easily that the Barrett-Crane technique works and yields a finite
3In the literature the name of the class usually depends on the structure group of the bundle; Chern class is used for bundles
with structure group SU(N), and Euler class for bundles with structure group SO(N). See for instance [23].
4In 2d, the soldering form e has disappeared from the dynamics, since the action (13) depends only on ω and a global sign.
However, its “ghost” remains, since the vector bundle on which the spin connection acts and the tangent bundle must have
same topology: we can say that they are “soldered topologically.”
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Figure 1: Two faces a and b of ∆∗ and the group elements gab and gba on the edge eab between the two.
and correct partition function. This result alone, however, is not very enlightening, since (10) gives simply
ZGR = 2 for the torus. Then in Section 4 we discuss the general case, taking the topology into account, and
in Section 5 we derive equation (10) in the general case.
3 Trivial principal bundle
3.1 Spinfoam quantization of BF
Let us recall the standard spinfoam quantization of the BF action (15). Formally, the quantum theory is
defined by the partition function
ZBF =
∫
DBDω e i
k
~
∫
M
tr [BF ]. (33)
In order to give meaning to this integral, we define a lattice version of the theory on a discrete manifold. Since
the theory is topological, the discretization does not cut off physical degrees of freedom. Fix a triangulation
∆ of the manifold. The triangulation consists of triangles (2-simplices) meeting at segments (1-simplices), in
turn meeting in points (0-simplices); it is oriented, with orientation induced by M . Intuitively, we can view
the triangles as flat, with the curvature concentrated on the 0-simplices, as in simplicial Regge geometry
[19]. We work with the cellular complex ∆∗, dual to the triangulation ∆. The dual cellular complex ∆∗ is
formed by faces a, b, c . . . (dual to the 0-simplices). The two faces a and b meet along an edge that we call
eab. Edges are dual to the 1-simplices. We orient eab following the perimeter of a clockwise. Therefore eba
is the same edge as eab, but with the opposite orientation. Edges, in turn, meet at trivalent vertices vabc,
which are dual to the triangles of ∆.
We replace the continuous fields ω and B with discrete fields on ∆∗, as follows. The connection ω is
replaced by a group element gab associated to each edge eab. See Fig.1. This is interpreted as the exponential
of the one-form field k
~
ω, the “scaled connection”, along the edge
gab = e
k
~
∫
eab
ω
. (34)
Notice that this is not the parallel transport of the metric connection, which is given by e
∫
eab
ω
. We shall
comment on the meaning of this choice at the end of Section 5. We parametrize SO(2) as
gab ≡ e
φabτ , (35)
where φab ∈ [0, 2π]. Since eba is eba with the opposite orientation, we demand that
gab gba = 1 ; (36)
that is
φab + φba = 0. (37)
The field B is replaced by a variable Ba = baτ associated to each face a. The dynamical variables of the
lattice theory are therefore (gab, Ba), where gab ∈ SO(2), Ba ∈ so(2) and gab and gba are related by (36).
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We now define a group element ga related to the curvature on a face a. If the face a is bounded by the
faces b1 . . . bm, we define
ga = e
φaτ ≡ gab1 . . . gabm = e
(φab1+...+φabm )τ , (38)
where φa ∈ [0, 2π). Notice that curvature lives on the faces, which are dual to the 0-simplices of the original
triangulation ∆, which is where we expected curvature to live. We say that a discretized connection gab is
flat on a if ga = 1. It is convenient to introduce also the square root of ga, defined by
5
g1/2a ≡ e
(φa/2)τ . (39)
Since we have parametrized the group elements with φa ∈ [0, 2π) the last equality defines a square root
uniquely.
In the limit in which the triangulation is fine and the face a has area d2x, this satisfies
g1/2a = 1+
1
2
faτ d
2x. (40)
The dynamics of the discrete model is defined by discretizing the action (15) as
SBF [Ba, gab] = −~
∑
a
tr [Bag
1/2
a ]. (41)
The reason for which it is convenient to use the square root is technical: it allows us to avoid the doubling
of the degrees of freedom introduced by the discretization, as we shall see in a moment. An alternative
technique for dealing with this problem was developed by Freidel and Louapre in [21].
This action approximates the continuous action in the limit of fine triangulations and reproduces the
symmetries of the continuous action (see [20] for the 3d case.) The action is invariant under local gauge
transformations generated by a gauge parameter λabc, which sits on vertices vabc. The discretized connection
transforms as
gab → λabc gab λ
−1
abd , (42)
where vabc and vabd are the vertices where the edge eab begins and ends.
We can now give a precise definition to the formal functional integral (33) as
ZBF =
∫ ∏
(ab)
dg(ab)
∏
a
dBa e
i
~
S[Ba,gab] =
∫ ∏
(ab)
dg(ab)
∏
a
dBa e
−i
∑
a tr [Bag
1/2
a ]. (43)
Here
dg(ab) = dgab dgba δ(gabgba) (44)
and dgab is the Haar measure of SO(2). This is just the normalized measure of an angle, dgab ≡ dφab/2π.
We take for dBa the Lebesgue measure on the so(2) algebra, that is dBa ≡ dba. This defines quantum BF
theory. Let us now compute the partition function explicitly.
The integrals over dBa can be easily performed. Using
−tr [Bg] = −tr
[
b
(
0 1
−1 0
)(
cosφ sinφ
− sinφ cosφ
)]
= 2b sinφ , (45)
we have ∫
dBa e
−i tr [Ba g
1/2
a ] =
∫
dba e
2iba sin(φa/2) = 2π δ(2 sin(φa/2)) = 2π δ(φa) = δ(ga) , (46)
where δ(g) is the delta function on the group, defined with the Haar measure. (Had we used ga instead of
g1/2a in the action, we would have obtained 2πδ(sinφa) = 2π (δ(φa) + δ(φa − π)) = δ(ga) + δ(−g). See [21]
for an alternative solution to the same problem.) Using this, we obtain,
ZBF =
∫ ∏
(ab)
dg(ab)
∏
a
δ(ga), (47)
5From the aesthetic point of view, this is a bit odd, also because we could take any power ga, 0 < a < 1 of the group element.
We thank our referees for pointing this out.
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which is the standard expression for the partition function of the BF models.
The spinfoam sum is obtained using the Plancherel expansion the δ function on the group in irreducible
representations. In our simple abelian case the SO(2) irreducible representations are labelled by an integer n;
they are one-dimensional and their character is χ(n)(g) = einφ. In other words, the Plancherel decomposition
is here the standard Fourier expansion of the delta function
δ(φ) =
1
2π
∑
n
einφ, (48)
Using this, we can write
ZBF =
∫ ∏
(ab)
dφ(ab)
2π
∏
a
∑
n
einφa . (49)
We can exchange the sum with the integrals by writing this expression as a sum over all the possible
assignments {na} of a representation na to each face a
Z =
∑
{na}
∫ ∏
(ab)
dφ(ab)
2π
ei
∑
a naφa . (50)
Each edge bounds exactly two faces. Using (38), this becomes
Z =
∑
{na}
∫ ∏
(ab)
dφ(ab)
2π
ei
∑
ab naφab . (51)
Using (37), this becomes
Z =
∑
{na}
∫ ∏
(ab)
dφ(ab)
2π
ei
∑
(ab)(na−nb)φab , (52)
where the sum is over unordered pairs. All integrals decouple. They can be performed using the abelian
equivalent of the formula for the orthogonality of characters
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
2π
e−inaφ einbφ = δnanb . (53)
The multiple sum reduces to a single sum of the identity over one index only,
ZBF =
∑
n
1. (54)
Thus the partition function diverges badly, as does the partition function of BF theory in 4d. Intuitively,
this divergence is due to the infinite volume of the original algebra-valued variable B(x), or equivalently by
the presence of a translational gauge symmetry B → B + c for any constant field c, and could formally
be eliminated by dividing Z by the infinite volume of the algebra [20]. As we shall see, this divergence
disappears in the GR case, and therefore we do not worry about it here. On the other hand, the partition
function is formally triangulation independent, as we expect from a topological quantum field theory with
no local degrees of freedom.
The sum (54) is an extremely simplified spinfoam model: it is defined on a 2-complex, where faces are
colored by representations of the gauge group. The “abelian Clebsch-Gordon conditions” force representa-
tions to match across each edge, hence they force all representations to be equal. The partition function of
the model is then given by the weighted sum over all allowed colorings. The weight of each coloring is 1 for
all representations.
3.2 Quantum GR on the torus
Let us now come to GR. As mentioned in the introduction, our strategy is to view GR as a BF theory plus
the additional Plebanski constraint (23), and to search for its quantum theory by enforcing this constraint
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into the spinfoam sum that defines quantum BF theory. In order to do so, we have to identify the quantity
representing the field B in the spinfoam sum.
As in 4d, it is the representation na associated to the face a that represents the field Ba on the face.
Indeed, observe that in equation (46) we have integrated over Ba to get the delta function; and then in
equation (49) we have expanded back the delta function as a sum over na. That is, we have used the fact
that ∫
dba e
i ba φa = 2π δ(φa) =
∑
na
einaφa . (55)
The equality is correct because the delta is defined on a compact domain: φa ∈ [0, 2π]. (In fact, this
equality expresses the reason for which a physical quantity conjugate to a variable living in a compact
domain is quantized.) The discrete variable na is therefore the quantized version of the continuous variable
Ba. Hence, we translate the classical constraint on Ba into a constraint on na. That is, we implement the
Plebanski constraint (23) as a restriction on the representations summed over, as in done in the Barrett-
Crane models. We can mimic exactly the 4d procedure by identifying the continuous field B ∈ so(2) with
the so(2) generator J , as we identify angular momentum with the generator of the rotation group. Consider
the quadratic Casimir C = − 12 tr[JJ ]. Under the identification B ↔ J the Plebanski constraint (23) reads
C = −
1
2
tr[JJ ] = −
1
2
tr[BB] = 1. (56)
In the representation n, the generator J is the matrix nτ (we are still working with representations of the
algebra over the real numbers, with the generator given by the expression (12)) and the Casimir C takes the
value
C = −
1
2
tr[nτnτ ] = n2. (57)
Hence the Plebanski constraint becomes
n2 = 1. (58)
We enforce the Plebanski constraint (23) by restricting the spinfoam sum (51) to the representations satisfying
(58). Then the infinite sum reduces to two terms, giving
ZGR[T2] =
∑
n
δn2,1 = 2. (59)
where we have indicated explicitly that the theory is defined on a torus.
First, notice that the model becomes finite. At the end of the previous section we mentioned the fact that
the symmetry under translations of the B field is responsible for the divergence of the partition function.
The Plebanski constraint (23) fixes this gauge, yielding a finite partition function.
Notice that also in 4d the Plebanski constraint fixes part of the gauge symmetry, since the gauge symmetry
group of BF theory is larger than the one of GR. The interpretation of the the divergences of 4d spinfoam
gravity theory, however, is controversial. Some models are most probaly finite [5, 6, 7] (see [2, 3]); for these,
the analogy with the 2d case presented here is complete. But it has also been argued that the remaining
divergences, that appear in other 4d spinfoam gravity models, are to be expected, because they reflect the
rest of the gauge invariance (see [20] for the relevant analysis in the 3d case). If so, an extra gauge fixing
has to be performed to obtain finite results. We do not enter in this debate here. In any case, the simple
model discussed here illustrates how full gauge fixing is the condition for finiteness.
Second, at first sight the result ZGR[T2] = 2 may seem trivial, but notice that it agrees precisely with
(10), for the following reason: we have assumed the bundle to be trivial, but in GR the bundle must be the
frame bundle. The only case in which the frame bundle is trivial is the torus, for which e(Pfr) = χ(T2) = 0.
Thus, the result we obtain is only valid for the torus, and therefore it agrees with (10). The result is therefore
finite and correct.
However, to be convinced that this works in the general case we have to deal with arbitrary bundle
topologies. For this, we need to define topologically nontrivial simplicial bundles; this is what we do in the
following section.
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4 Nontrivial bundle topology
Our aim is now to give a useful definition of a discrete 2d bundle, that is, a bundle over a cellular complex,
defined with discrete topological data. This can be done in several ways; here we discuss a definition that
allows a simple discretization of a field theory on a nontrivial continuous bundle. To motivate our definitions,
we proceed by constructing the discrete bundle starting from an actual discretization of the continuous one.
In the Appendix we present a different and more detailed construction, which should turn out to better match
with the GFT formulation of the theory and to be more appropriate to the extension to higher dimensions.
4.1 Bundles
Let us begin by recalling some simple notions of differential geometry. A principal bundle P (M,G), where
G is a Lie group and M is a compact manifold, can be uniquely reconstructed (as an equivalence class of
coordinate bundles) by covering M with topologically trivial open subsets Ua and giving a set of transition
functions
tab : Ua ∩ Ub → G. (60)
The transition functions must to satisfy three conditions:
taa(x) = 1,
tab(x) tba(x) = 1,
tab(x) tbc(x) tca(x) = 1, (61)
for all points x ∈M where the functions are all defined. The last condition is the cocycle condition. A gauge
transformation is defined to be a collection of maps
λa : Ua → G. (62)
acting on the transition functions in the following way,
tab(x) 7−→ λ
−1
a (x) tab(x) λb(x). (63)
Gauge-transformed transition functions define the same bundle. A bundle is characterized by a gauge
equivalence classes of transition functions satisfying (61).
A connection ω, defined globally, is represented by a connection one-form ωa on each Ua, with values in
the Lie algebra of G, where, on each overlap Ua ∩ Ub,
ωa = Adt−1
ab
ωb + t
−1
ab dtab , (64)
where Ad is the adjoint representation. The curvature two form is fa = dωa + ωa ∧ ωa. The information
about the topology of P (M,G), which is coded in the transition functions, can be extracted from integrals
of polynomials in the curvature, called characteristic classes, of an arbitrary connection, which represent
topological invariants.
In the case where G = SO(2), (64) reduces to (27), the curvature is gauge invariant and therefore is
a globally defined two-form F = fτ . If M is a 2d connected compact and orientable manifold, the only
interesting characteristic class is the first Euler class, whose integral gives the Euler number (31). Since
df = 0,
e(P ) =
1
2π
∫
M
f (65)
is an element of the second de Rham cohomology group, H2(M,Z) ∼ Z. The inequivalent principal bundles
P (M,SO(2)) are therefore classified by the integer e(P ). As discussed above, the frame bundle of M is a
P (M,SO(2)) bundle with e(P ) = χ(M).
Let us consider the sphere M = S2 as an example. Let θ ∈ [0, π], φ ∈ [0, 2π] be the standard polar
coordinates of the sphere. We can choose two open sets, the (slightly extended) northern and the southern
hemisphere, UN , defined by θ ∈ [0, π/2 + ǫ], and US defined by θ ∈ [π/2 − ǫ, π]. The overlap region is the
2ǫ-wide ribbon around the equator. It is not difficult to see that any transition function is gauge equivalent
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to a transition function of the form tab(θ, φ) = e
qφτ , where q is an integer. Notice that q counts the number
of times the equator wraps around the gauge group. A connection6 can be written in the form [22]
ωN =
q
2
(1− cos θ) dφ, ωS = −
q
2
(1 + cos θ) dφ. (66)
On the equator, the two one-forms are related by (64), which takes the form ωN = ωS + qdφ. The Euler
number (65) is
e(P ) =
1
2π
∫
S2
f =
1
2π
∫
equator
[ωN − ωS ] =
1
2π
∫ 2pi
0
q dφ = q. (67)
For q = 0 we have the trivial bundle S2 × SO(2), which admits the flat connection (66). For q = 1 we
have the principal bundle associated to the Hopf vector bundle (the complex line bundle over the projective
plane). Since the Euler number of the sphere is χ(S2) = 2, for q = 2 we have the frame bundle. To see this,
notice that the commonly used dyad e1 = dθ, e2 = sin θ dφ is ill-defined at the two poles. We can get a dyad
which is well defined at the poles by rotating it in the two hemispheres
e1N = cosφ dθ − sinφ sin θ dφ, e
2
N = sinφ dθ + sinφ sin θ dφ, (68)
e1S = cosφ dθ + sinφ sin θ dφ, e
2
S = − sinφ dθ + sinφ sin θ dφ. (69)
The corresponding connection, that satisfies the Cartan equation (11), is (66) with q = 2. It is easy to get
convinced that if q is different from 2, then the connection (66) does not admit a dyad satisfying (11).
4.2 Discrete bundles
Let us now define a bundle over a 2d discretized manifold. Consider a 2d manifold M and a cellular
decomposition ∆∗ of M . ∆∗ is formed by 2d faces a, b, c, . . ., which partition M . The faces meet along
1-dimensional edges eab, which, in turn, meet in vertices vabc. (For simplicity we assume here that vertices
are trivalent.) Associate to each face a an open subset Ua of M , containing a. Let a bundle be defined by
transition functions tab on the overlaps. Notice that the edge eab is contained in the overlap Ua ∪ Ub. The
topological information on the bundle is entirely contained in the restrictions of the transition functions to
the edges. Let s ∈ [0, 1] be a coordinate on the edge eab and let us call tab(s) this restriction. That is, we
consider functions
tab : eab → G. (70)
These transition functions satisfy three conditions:
taa(s) = 1, (71)
tab(s) tba(s) = 1, (72)
tab(s) tbc(s) tca(s) = 1, (73)
for all points where the functions are all defined. Notice that now the cocycle condition holds at isolated
points: the vertices s = vabc. A gauge transformation is a collection of continuous maps from the perimeter
of each face a to G, such that the image of λa is contractible (because it must be possible to extend it
continuously on the entire face.) It acts on the transition functions in the following way,
tab(s) 7−→ λ
−1
a (s) tab(s) λb(s). (74)
A principal bundle P (∆∗, G) is defined by the transition functions (73) up to the gauge transformations
(74).7 As suggested by (29), the key quantity of interest is the variation of the transition function along
each edge. Let us therefore define the quantity
nab =
1
2π
∫
eab
ds t−1ab (s)
d
ds
tab(s) (75)
6The connection (66) is the one encountered in the Dirac monopole: q is the magnetic charge times the electric charge, and
the condition that q is integer is Dirac’s quantization of the magnetic charge.
7The cohomological structure d2 = 0 determined by d : λa 7−→ tab = λ
−1
a λb and d : tab 7−→ ρabc = tab tbc tca is the same as
in the continuous case, but restricted to ∆∗.
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associated to each edge. Restricting to the case G = SO(2) we are interested in, this can be expressed as
nab =
1
2π
∫
eab
dψab(s), (76)
where tab(s) = e
ψab(s)τ . Notice that nab = nba, because reversing the order of the cells changes the orientation
of the edge but also the sign of ψab(s), because of (72). A gauge transformation in the open set a adds a
real number λab to each nab. This number is the variation of the gauge transformation along eab, and can
be written as λab = λ
i
a − λ
j
a, where i and j label the two vertices bounding eab. The gauge transformation
can be written as
nab 7→ nab + λ
i
a − λ
j
a + λ
j
b − λ
i
b. (77)
This structure can be simplified using a partial gauge fixing. Because of the cocycle condition (73) it is
always possible to choose a gauge transformation (74) such that the transformed tab(s) is the identity at the
vertices, namely tab(0) = tab(1) = 1. Denote this gauge the “edge gauge”. Then the cocycle condition is
trivially satisfied. In this gauge the transition functions define maps tab : S1 → G. A gauge transformation
deforms these maps smoothly: therefore what is relevant is the homotopy class of these maps. The bundle
can be nontrivial only if π1(G), the first homotopy group of G, is nontrivial. Notice that for G = SO(2) in
this gauge (76) is precisely the number of times the transition function of the edge wraps around the group,
and is an integer. It is an element of π1(SO(2)). Within the edge gauge, we can still gauge transform the
integers nab by means of a gauge transformation that is the identity on the vertices, but the quantities λ
i
a
in (77) must be integers (more precisely, elements of π1(SO(2)).)
The bundle is thus uniquely characterized by the discrete set of integers nab (more precisely, elements of
π1(SO(2))) and the gauge transformations (77). It is clear that the only invariant quantity is
e(P ) =
1
2
∑
ab
nab, (78)
which can be recognized as the Euler number of the bundle.
We take the above construction as a motivation, and define the “discrete bundle” P (∆∗, SO(2)), namely
an SO(2) bundle over an abstract 2d cellular complex ∆∗, by the assignement of an element of π1(SO(2))
to each edges eab of ∆
∗, up to the gauge transformations (77). The extension of this definition to different
groups is straightforward. The extension to higher dimensional manifolds will be considered elsewhere.
5 Quantum BF and GR on an arbitrary topology
On a nontrivial bundle, we associate a distinct connection one-form ωa to each open set Ua. On a cellular
manifold, we associate a distinct connection one-form ωa to each face a (we have assumed that each face is
included in an open set.) In discretizing the field theory, we previously considered a single group element
(34) associated to each edge eab, separating the face a from the face b; this is obtained exponentiating the
(scaled) connection. If the bundle is nontrivial, we must consider, instead, two of these group elements, one
defined by the connection ωa and the other defined by the connection ωb. Let us denote them gab and gba:
gab = e
k
~
∫
eab
ωa , gba = e
k
~
∫
eba
ωb . (79)
These two group elements are related by the transition functions. From (27) and (76) we have
gab gba = e
k
~
2pinabτ , (80)
which replaces (36) in the general case.
We can now proceed with the quantization precisely as we did for the torus. The only difference is that
the relation between gab and gba is given by (80) instead than by (36). Consequently, the definition of the
measure (44) must be replaced by
dg(ab) = dgabdgba δ(gabgbae
− k
~
2pinabτ ), (81)
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Repeating the quantization precisely as in Section 3, we get again to equation (51), but now the relation
between φab and φba is determined by (80), namely is
φab + φba =
k
~
2π nab (82)
instead of (37). Therefore (52) is replaced by
Z =
∑
{na}
∫ ∏
(ab)
dφ(ab)
2π
ei
∑
(ab)((na−nb)φab+nb k~ 2pinab)). (83)
performing the integration, and using (78), this gives
Z =
∑
n
ein
k
~
2pi
∑
(ab) nab =
∑
n
ein
2pik
~
e(P ). (84)
In the case of BF theory, we can perform the sum, giving
ZBF = δ(k/~ e(P )). (85)
That is, the partition function of BF theory vanishes unless e(P ) = 0, namely unless the bundle is trivial.
In a sense, this mean that if the bundle is nontrivial BF theory does not exist. The result can be related to
what happens in the classical theory, because on a nontrivial bundle the BF equation (17) has no solution,
since there is no flat connection on a nontrivial bundle. If the bundle is trivial, we recover the divergence
mentioned above.
In the case of GR, recall that we must: (i) choose the value (24) for the coupling constant k; (ii) fix the
bundle to be the frame bundle, namely impose (32); and (iii) impose the Plebanski constraint (58). Using
this, we have immediately
ZGR[M ] =
∑
n
δn2,1 e
in 14~Gχ(M) = 2 cos
(
χ(M)
4~G
)
. (86)
This is precisely the result for the partition function of 2d riemannian quantum GR, equation (10), as desired.
This result has been obtained with a finite calculation, where no divergences or ill-defined quantities appear.
We close this section with a few comments.
First, the same result can be obtained also by directly discretizing and quantizing the action (20). The
discretization of (20) can be obtained by adding one term to the discrete action (41)
SBF [Ba, gab] = −~
∑
a
tr [Bag
1/2
a − λa(BaBa + 1)], (87)
and all the integrals in the definition of the partition function can be easily performed. Here we have
preferred to enforce the constraint “by hand” as a constraint on the representations in order to mimic the
4d procedure.
Second, to obtain the complex partition function (9), corresponding to a fixed orientation of the spacetime
manifold, it is sufficient to restrict the determinant of the dyad to be positive. This restriction of the global
orientation is not straightforward in higher dimensions (see [16]), but in this 2d case can be easily obtained
by replacing the action (20) with
SGR[B,ω, λ] = −
1
2
k
∫
tr [BF − λ (Bτ + 1) ] = k
∫
[bf − λ (b− 1) ] . (88)
In this way, the only solution of the Plebanski constraint is B = +τ , i.e. b = +1, equivalent to n = +1 at
the quantum level.
Finally, the reader may wonder what is the meaning or the rationale for the factor k/~ that multiplies
the gravitational connection in the definition (34) of the group elements used as variables for the discretized
theory. At first sight, one may think that this factor can be simply absorbed in the definition of the units
in which the connection is measured. Notice that k/~ = 1/8πG~ is dimensionless in 2d. We can certainly
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absorbe this factor in the field by re-scaling ω and defining ω˜ = (k/~)ω. However, if we multiply a connection
by a real number, we do not obtain a connection. More precisely, if we insist that ω˜ be a connection, we
have to modify the gauge trasformations, and thefore, ultimately, change the “size” of the gauge group,
which shows up in (76). In other words, the quantum theory does depend on a dimensionless number which
expresses precisely the ratio between the dimension of the phase defined by the action and the dimension of
the gauge group.
6 Summary and perspectives
Riemannian general relativity in 2d can be written as a BF theory plus a Plebanski-type constraint. This
is analogous to what happens in 4d. The quantization can be performed imposing the constraint in the
spinfoam theory as a restriction of the representations summed over. The partition function of BF theory
diverges on a trivial bundle and vanishes on nontrivial bundles. The partition function of GR, on the other
hand, is well-defined for all topologies of the spacetime manifold, there are no divergences, and agrees with
the one obtained from formal manipulations of the functional integral. This result can be taken as indirect
support to the viability of similar techniques used in 4d quantum gravity.
Care should be taken concerning the bundle topology. The topology of the bundle on which the gravita-
tional connection is defined is the frame bundle. It is determined by the topology of spacetime and in general
it is nontrivial. In the discretization of the continuous theory, we need to take the topology of the bundle
into account. This topology can be coded by integers (elements of π1(SO(2))) associated to the edges of
the cellular complex used in the discretization. These data define a nontrivial SO(2) principal bundle over
a simplicial complex. The spinfoam theory must be defined on this nontrivial discrete bundle.
We close with some general considerations on possible developments. Bundle topology, and higher di-
mensional homotopy groups, might play a role also in higher dimensions. It may be possible to refine the
higher dimensional spinfoam models introducing the additional data encoding the fact that we are dealing
with a connection on the frame bundle, which is topologically non-trivial for non-trivial spacetime manifolds.
In the 3d case we expect the π2(G) homotopy group to provide the relevant data. Notice that nontriviality
appears only if we use SO(3), since any SU(2) bundle in 3d is trivial.
In 4d, it is reasonable to expect that the relevant homotopy group is π3(SO(4)). In the case, the
topological data entering the action are likely to be insufficient to characterize the frame bundle. But a
detailed analysis is needed before drawing a conclusion. In 4d, GR has local degrees of freedom, and global
issues may be of lesser importance. However, when the definition of the theory includes a sum over topologies,
topological dependent factors might sensibly affect the sum. Notice for example that spacetime topology is
not fixed in the group field theory (GFT) approach to the spinfoam formalism; see [1, 2].
If quantum gravity is formally defined as a path integral for the gravitational connection field ω, one
might also consider the possibility of treating the topology of the bundle as a variable in the quantum theory,
and of summing over bundle topologies in a sum-over-histories formulation. Here, we have considered the
bundle topology fixed to the value imposed by the Cartan equation (11). In the GFT formalism described
in the appendix, on the other hand, it appears that the quantities encoding the bundle topology can only
be added as dynamical variables to be summed over.
Finally, we have not discussed transition amplitudes. In a topological quantum field theory, these can be
obtained by computing the partition functions with fixed boundary conditions [24]. The Euler characteristic
of a 2d compact manifold with b boundaries is given by χ(M) = 2 − 2g − b. We expect that the setting
discussed here could be extended to the case with boundaries, with boundary data in the n = 1 representation
of SO(2), and transition amplitudes weighted by e
i
4~Gχ(M). For a manifold with genus g and b boundaries,
the only nontrivial transition function should have the structure
WGR ∼ e
4pii
~G (2−2g−b). (89)
We will discuss these amplitudes, together with the GFT that generates them, elsewhere.
Among other issues that have not yet been studied in this context, we signal the lorentzian theory, matter
and particle couplings (see [21, 27]).
In spite of its simplicity 2d gravity proves to be a model where there is still much to learn.
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Figure 2: A triangle i of the triangulation ∆, divided in three wedges. The left panel indicates the names
of the segments. The right panel indicates the group elements associated to these segments.
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Appendix
Here we describe a second version of the construction of a discrete bundle. In Section 4.2 we assumed
that each face of the cellular complex ∆∗ was contained in a single chart. Here we assume that each
triangle of the triangulation ∆ is contained in a single chart. This construction is equivalent but slightly
more complicated than the one given in 4.2; it has the advantage that it matches very naturally the GFT
formalism. Furthermore, it should be more adapted to higher dimensions. Only in 2d the faces of ∆∗ have the
same dimension as spacetime. In n dimensions, we can relate the n-simplices of the simplicial decomposition
∆ of the manifold with the (n-dimensional) open sets where the local charts are defined.
Assume that each triangle i, j, k, . . . of a triangulation ∆ lies within a single chart. Denote sij the
oriented segment separating the triangles i and j. Consider the restriction of the transition functions to
these segments. This restriction defines the transition functions
tij : sij → G (90)
that satisfy conditions analogous to (71), (72), (73). Denote pa and pb the end points of the segment sij .
These are dual to the faces a and b of ∆∗. Partition each segment sij into two parts, by choosing an
arbitrary point p(ij) on it. Call ea(ij) the oriented segment going from a to p(ij). Thus the segment sij is
the composition of ea(ij) and e
−1
b(ij). See Figure 2.
A gauge transformation is a collection of maps λi from the perimeter of each triangle i to G, such that
its image of the perimeter is contractible (because it must be possible to extend the map continuously to
the entire triangle). It acts on the transition functions in the following way,
tij(s) 7−→ λ
−1
i (s) tij(s) λj(s). (91)
A principal bundle is defined by the transition functions (90) up to these gauge transformations.
As before, the key quantity of interest is the variation of the transition function along each half-segment.
Let us therefore define the quantity
na(ij) =
1
2π
∫
ea(ij)
ds t−1ij (s)
d
ds
tij(s) (92)
associated to each edge. Restricting to the G = SO(2) case we are interested in, this can be expressed as
na(ij) =
1
2π
∫
ea(ij)
dψa(ij)(s), (93)
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where ta(ij)(s) = e
ψa(ij)(s)τ . We also define
nab = na(ij) + nb(ij). (94)
A gauge transformation in the open set i can add an arbitrary real number λa(ij) to each na(ij). This
number is the variation of the gauge transformation along ea(ij). The gauge transformation can be written
as
na(ij) 7→ na(ij) + λ
a
i − λ
j
i − λ
a
j + λ
i
j . (95)
As before, this structure can be simplified using a partial gauge fixing, which makes it much easier to
incorporate the cocycle condition directly into the quantities na(ij). Because of the cocycle condition (73) it
is always possible to chose a gauge transformation (91) such that the transformed tij(s) is the identity at the
vertices, as well as on the points p(ij). Denote this gauge the “edge gauge”. Then the cocycle condition is
trivially satisfied. In this gauge the transition functions define maps ta(ij) : S1 → G and (93) is the number
of times the transition function of the segment wraps around the group, and is an integer. Within this gauge,
we can still gauge transform the integers na(ij) by means of a gauge transformation that is the identity on
the vertices, but the quantities λai and λ
j
i and in (95) must be integers.
The bundle is uniquely characterized by the discrete set of integers numbers na(ij), and the gauge trans-
formations (95). The only invariant quantity is
e(P ) =
1
2
∑
a(ij)
na(ij), (96)
which can be recognized again as the Euler number of the principal bundle.
In order to write the discretization of the field theory, we use the “derived complex” [25]. Its utility
for the spinfoam formalism was recognized by Reisenberger in [26]. This is obtained by considering both a
triangulation ∆ of the manifold and its dual cellular complex ∆∗. Denote vi = v(abc) a vertex of the dual
complex ∆∗ (an arbitrary point inside the triangle i.) Let eij be a segment joining the point vi with the
point p(ij). Notice that the edges eab of the dual complex ∆
∗ are formed by the conjunctions of eij and e
−1
ji .
The intersection of the triangle i (of ∆) and the face a (of ∆∗) is a quadrangle called a wedge and denoted
wai. It is bounded by the four segments eij , e
−1
a(ij), ea(ik) and eik. See Figure 2 and Figure 3.
We now introduce a discretization of the connection field ω. This will be given by two kinds of group
elements. First, the group elements gij associated with the oriented segments eij
gij = e
k
~
∫
eij
ωi
, (97)
where ωi is the one-form representing the connection in the open set to which the triangle i belongs. Second,
the two group elements gaij and gaji, both associated with the segment ea(ij), and interpreted as the
exponential of the scaled connection in the two open sets i and j respectively.
gaij = e
k
~
∫
sa(ij)
ωi
, gaji = e
k
~
∫
sa(ij)
ωj
. (98)
These two group elements are related by the transition functions
gaij (gaji)
−1 = e
k
~
2pina(ij)τ . (99)
The discretized action can be written as sum over the wedges wai. We define the (exponentiated)
curvature associated to each wedge a as the product of the group elements associated to the segments
forming its perimeter. See Figure 3.
gai = gaij g
−1
ij gik g
−1
aki. (100)
The dynamics of the discrete model is defined by discretizing the action (15) as
SBF [Ba, gij , gaij ] = −~
∑
ai
tr [Ba g
1/2
ai ]. (101)
This defines the discretized model in the second version. Notice that this sum can be entirely rewritten in
terms of the group elements
gab = gij g
−1
aij gaji g
−1
ji , (102)
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Figure 3: A wedge wai and the group elements on its perimeter.
which can be identified as the group elements denoted in the same manner in section 4.2. The relation
between gab and gba follows from (99) and turns out to be precisely given by (80), where nab is now given
by (94). This shows the equivalence with the previous version.
The group elements gij and gaij can be included in the GFT formulation as follows (see [12].) A 2d GFT
[13] is defined by a field φ(g1, g2) on SO(2)× SO(2), and by the action
S[φ] =
∫
dg1dg2φ(g1, g2)φ(g1, g2) + λ
∫
dg1dg2dg3dgdg
′dg′′φ(g1g, g2g)φ(g2g
′, g3g
′)φ(g3g
′′, g1g
′′) (103)
(for convenience we have inserted the projection implementing gauge invariance in the interaction term
instead than in the kinetic term.) The Feynman expansion can be written in terms of the propagator
K(g1, g2; g
′
1, g
′
2) = δ(g1, g
′
1) δ(g2, g
′
2), (104)
and the vertex
V (g1, g2; g
′
1, g
′
2; g
′′
1 , g
′′
2 ) = λ
∫
dgdg′dg′′δ(g1g, g
′
1g
′′) δ(g2g, g
′
2g
′)δ(g3g
′, g′3g
′′). (105)
The Feynman combinatorics gives a sum over two-complexes because sequences of delta functions with
corresponding arguments define loops on the Feynman graph that can be identified with faces [11]. Let us
call i the vertices and a the faces of one two-complex. Then the group element appearing in the propagator
connecting the vertex i with the vertex j and belonging to the face a can be called gaij . The group elements
appearing in the integrals in the vertex and belonging to end of the vertex i that gets connected with the
vertex j can be called gij . It is then a simple exercise to see that the weight of a two-complex is given by
the partition function of the spinfoam model considered above.
To take into account the possibility of a nontrivial bundle, in the GFT formalism we can modify the
kinetic term. In fact, imagine to replace the kinetic term in (103) as follows
S[φ] =
∫
dg1dg2φ(g1h, g2h
′)φ(g1, g2) + λ
∫
dg1dg2dg3dgdg
′dg′′φ(g1g, g2g)φ(g2g
′, g3g
′)φ(g3g
′′, g1g
′′). (106)
where
h = e
k
~
2pinτ , h′ = e
k
~
2pin′τ . (107)
Then the propagator becomes
K(g1, g2; g
′
1, g
′
2) = δ(g1h, g
′
1) δ(g2h
′, g′2). (108)
This modifies the spinfoam model simply by replacing
δ(gaij , gaji) (109)
with
δ(gaijh, gaji). (110)
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That is, it implements (99), where h can be identified with e
k
~
2pina(ij)τ . However, such a modification would
give all transition function equal to one another. To have different transition functions on different segments
we have to consider the transition functions as dynamical variables and sum over them. Thus, introducing
the bundle topology in the GFT appears to require a sum over the topologies of the fiber bundles. This can
be achieved by considering the action
S[φ] =
∑
n,n′
cncn′
∫
dg1dg2 φ(g1e
k
~
2pinτ , g2e
k
~
2pin′τ ) φ(g1, g2)
+ λ
∫
dg1dg2dg3dgdg
′dg′′ φ(g1g, g2g) φ(g2g
′, g3g
′) φ(g3g
′′, g1g
′′), (111)
for suitable weights cn. The Feynman expansion of this action gives a spinfoam model that involves a sum
over (topologically inequivalent) two-complexes as well as over all fiber bundle topologies. The properties of
this sum will be studied elsewhere.
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